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CINA Presents
lecturer
Francois Mitterand
French Leftist
Oct. 21
Memorial Auditorium
Volume X L III — No. 4

Frosh To Choose
Class Officers
In Election Today
By CHRIS MACMURRAY

The class of ’72 swings into
action as the freshmen elect their
first officers today. Voting is
taking place all day in the lobby
of Memorial Auditorium.
Candidates for the important
office of president include Robert
Coffman, an English major who
resides in Webster Hall; Terry B.
Lee, a commuting psychology
major; Frank Perez, Spanish major
and commuter; Ralph Riccardi,
off-campus English major; and
Mariano Vega, a dorm student and
Spanish major.
Candidates for vice-president
are Kenneth R. Bishe, social
science; George Bodniowycz,
biology; Doris Lee, speech; John
Walker, speech; and Mai Jerome
Williams, Latin.
Four frosh women vie for the
office of secretary. They are
G eorgeanne Jo llie , Spanish;
Francine Niedbala, business; Alice
Shamsey, home economics; and
A lic ia A. T hom as, hom e
economics.
M a r v in
Hamilton, business
administration; Janice E. Lawlor,
music; Michael Levengood, social
science; Joyce
Shuback,
mathematics; and Judi Steinen,
physical education have high
hopes for a wealthy class as they
c ompe t e for the office of
treasurer.
Seven eager contenders for the
position of SGA representative
include Tom Benn, English; Fred
Carrigg, Spanish; Audrey Haymes,
F r e n c h ; E d w a r d La mp e ,
m a th e m a tic s; Michael
Mastrosimone, Spanish; Marcus
Medal, Spanish; and Michelene
Ann Vettese, home economics.

M O N TC LA IR S T A T E C O L L E G E , UPPER M O N TC LA IR , N. J .

Construction Begins For
Valley Road
;I
New Exit Being Planned
By DINO EFLYC H IO U

The congestion of traffic at
M o n t c l a i r St at e and its
s ur r oundi ng roads may be
alleviated in the near future.
Construction is already underway
for improvement of existing roads
leading to and from campus and a
new outlet for traffic is in the
planning stage.
At the corner of Normal
Avenue and Valley Road, posts
for the long awaited traffic light
have been erected. The streets
themselves have been widened for
the purpose of adding a third lane
to keep traffic moving during
turns. This tripk lane situation on
Valley Road will continue the
length of the college property.
These remedies could do away
with the present practice by the
college of paying Montclair police
overtime pay to direct traffic.
Meanwhile, plans for a new
entrance and exit for commuters
are being drawn up. The plans call
for a vehicle and pedestrian bridge
to cross the railroad tracks
somewhere below the freshman
parking lot. The bridge will
connect the campus to Clove
Road.
Additional parking lots will be
constructed on the west side of
the tracks. The hope is that,
depending on where cars are
parked, automobiles may be
cha nnel l ed out in different
directions. For instance, people
leaving one parking lot will have
to drive over the bridge, while
those leaving another will have to

go onto Normal Avenue. To
insure that these plans will be
adher ed t o, flyers will be
circulated with instructions on
proper routes to take.
Long range plans pertaining to
the traffic situation include the
purchase of the Houdaille quarry
property. This land will probably
be used for parking lots and
possibly athletic fields. Multi-level
garages can be used along the
cliffs to escalate students up to
the campus itself. Possibly there
might be a jitney system to
transport people back and forth
from the parking lots. Architects
have even considered turning the
quarry into a lake!

College Hall room 316 is large enough to hold a large class 65-I00. Professor Ira Sugarman lectures.

Class Sizes Increase
As Faculty Loads Cut

PAT HANRAHAN
‘M on tclarion ? TheByratio
set by the state of
one teacher to every 16 students
L a u d ed
at MSC is still in effect. However,

t h e ef fect i veness o f thi s
hypothetical balance is being
threatened by many factors, the
First Class by ACP
most recent being a decrease of
Mont cl ai r St at e College’s individual teacher loads from 15
official student newspaper, the hours to 12.
MONTCLARION, has received a
On June 21, 1968, the N.J.
First Place honor rating in the Board of Higher Education in its
79th All American Critical Service Academic Personnel Policies for
conducted by the Associated N.J. State Colleges approved this
Collegiate Press at the University new 12 hour load for all teachers.
of Minnesota.
However, this new policy was
Student newspapers from more approved too late to be put in
than 500 colleges and universities effect at MSC for the fall term.
across the nation are judged on Therefore it will be in effect in
the basis of ontent, writing and
the spring for all departments.
makeup in categories based on
For the present semester, the
e n r o l l m e n t , f r equency of administration yielded to many
publication and method of printing. teacher requests and allowed each
department chairman to take a
vote in his department. This vote

Newspaper Rated

S D S ’ers
A ir Views
A meeting concerning the
formation of an MSC chapter of
Students for a Democratic Society
(SDS) was held to inform the
campus com m unity of the
structure and organization of
SDS.
Prior to the meeting, Richard
Insley, who has been active in
organizing the SDS at Montclair
said, “ Maybe t oni ght the
complete idea of SDS will be
discarded.” After the meeting he
speculated that the organization
could be drawn up in less than a
week.
The meeting was supposedly
centered
on
SDS
state
representatives who spoke on
national aims in relation to the
actual organization which would
exist at MSC.
Insley was careful to impress
that, “We’re not here to take over
or to burn; we only want to solve
our
problems
through
participatory democracy.”
(Continued on Page 8)
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determined if the department
would adopt the smaller teaching
load for this term.
Teacher loads are similar to
student semester hours. In the
past at MSC, teachers had 15
hours of classes a week to teach.
Many faculty members felt this
load did not leave sufficient time
for preparation of course material.
Office hours and advising campus
groups also cut into any free
time.
D e p a r t m e n t s s u c h as
mathematics and English are on
the new load system, while the
education department and the
social sciences department have
remained on the 15 hour norm.
This decrease, from 15 hours'
to 12 hours represents a one-fifth
reduction in the number of class
hours taught by each instructor.
In order to compensate for this,
(Continued on Page 7)

UN DAY

Com m unity 9 College
To M ark O bservance

Last May 16 the New Jersey Department of Motor Vehicles
approved construction of a traffic light to replace the blinker at
the corner of Valley Road and Normal Ave. Five months later the
blinker is still there. The arrow points to where the “proposed"
light will eventually be located.

“ This community-wide
observance offers for all of us an
opportunity . . .
t o meet
f r e e d o m ’s d e m a n d s f o r
international understanding and
c o o p e r a t i o n , ” c o mme n t e d
Montclair Mayor Matthew G.
Carter. Mayor Carter has again
undertaken the direction of the
annual observance in honor of the
founding of the United Nations.
This year is esp ecially
significant in that President
Lyndon Johnson has designated
this as the 20th anniversary of the
Declaration of Human Rights.
Accor di ng t o Mr. Harry
Goldsmith, chairman of the 1968
event, the event will take place on
Oct. 24 at 8 p.m. at the Mt.
Hebron Junior High School,
Upper Montclair, and will have for
its theme, “For All Humanity.”

Mrs. Robert B. Meyner, wife of
the former Governor of New
Jersey, will be the main speaker.
Other events of the program
will include a musical trio
performing Beethoven’s Opus 11
and a pe r t i ne nt dramat ic
interpretation by three MSC
junior speech majors, Doreen
Davis, Jeff Hall and James
Johnson.
A drawing will also be held to
select a Montclair family to
represent the town at the United
Nations. The selected family will
participate in a special tour
meet i ng ambassadors, having
di nner with delegates and
attending a reception.
College students, faculty and
friends are all invited to attend
the event.

M O N T C L A R I O N
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L ib e r a l A rts

MSC Professor From Kenya
Proves Man of Many Talents

Program Becoming Specialized
By WENDY McCAUGHAN

By J IL L SCHNEIDER

In six years he has earned his
B.A. and M.A. degrees and is
within moments of a Ph.D.
I n d u s t r i o u s ? Quite the
understatement.
Mr. Mutiso. a political science
professor on campus, came to the
U.S. in June of 1962 from Kenya,
Africa. Although America was not
his only choice for his further
education, it was his final choice
because he didn’t wish to waste
years in learning a new language.
England was also ruled out since
he had been politically involved in
the decolonization movement of
Kenya.
Working his way financially
through all his degrees, Mr. Mutiso
found no problems besides the
financial aspect other than, as he
himself puts it, the “American
problem.”
Professor Mutiso first thought
of studying medicine at the
University of Miami. He moved
into the political science field in
which he got his degrees. He
received his B.A. from Parson’s
College, Iowa, his M.A. from the
University of Kansas in Lawrence
and is now finishing his Ph.D. at
Syracuse University.
Teaching has kept Professor
Mutiso mentally on his toes and
he intends to keep his classes in the
same state of alertness. Even
though political writing has been
his main interest, Mr. Mutiso has
found teaching enjoyable. He feels
that a person is not learning if he
or she just hears and memorizes
th e cur ri cul um. One must
participate in class and inter-relate
facts and instances to get the full
concept which is being presented.
The professor has a few articles
of political interest being readied
for publishing in Africa. Although
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Political Science professor
Mutiso comes to MSC from
Kenya.

Montclair State’s liberal arts
program is now offering more
courses than ever before. Students
who enter MSC under this
program are receiving a high
degree of specialization as
opposed to the broad, general
range of subjects at many liberal
arts colleges. No longer classified
strictly as a teacher’s college,
MSC, along with Trenton State,
has more or less “divorced” itself
from the State Department of
Education.
As a result, school will not be
cancelled during the annual
Teacher’s Convention, held at
Atlantic City in November. In
previous years, MSC students

he has not had the time for
writing during his six years of
concentrated study Mr. Mutiso Of Misinterpretation and Football
has writing in his plans for the
Many times misinterpretation
future.
of statements can lead to an
Mr. Mutiso plans to keep on almost complete turn-around of
teaching in America for the next the opinions of an individual. A
few years. Within a short time he misconstrued notion can make a
hopes to return to Kenya and person say “yes” when he was
continue to teach there. This really saying “no.” In the
time, though, he also intends to MONTCLARION issue two weeks
incorporate writing into his ago, for instance, a page one
schedule.
a r t i c l e headed, “ Blanton
Questions Need for Free MSC
Campus” pictured the Dean as
IO TA GAMMA XI Sorority
having doubted the value of a free
to present their annual
campus; however, anyone who has
spoken to the Dean can clearly see
M A SQ U ERA D E
that his sentiments lie toward an
open campus. Now this is not
and DANCE
saying that someone was “bad,”
Oct. 25
but this is saying that someone
misinterpreted a statement and, as
8-11 p.m.
a result, reported this statement.
Costume Optional.
That is why it is always important
Prizes.
to remember the availability of
SGA officers. When an article
Dance to Follow!
similar to the other is read, it is

anteachers were encouraged to “Introduction to Psychology” in
attend and take part in the the freshman year, “ Educational
convention. Industrial arts, home Psychology” in the sophomore
economics and other departments year, “ School in American
of t en prepared exhibits and Society” in the junior year and
demonstrations to be shown to “ Historical and Philosophical
participants from all over the Foundations of Education” in the
senior year.
state.
The other six hours are
Many questions have arisen
concerning the teacher education education electives taken in the
program here at MSC, and how junior and senior years. Each
the advent of the liberal arts depart ment school now has
program has changed it. Basically, met hods courses, and this
the requirement for graduation in accounts for the decrease in
the teaching program is 12 education requirements. The MSC
semester hours of education student is now given more
courses, plus eight credit hours electives, and new courses are
(10 weeks) of student teaching. evolving as a result. Two of the
Six of the 12 hours are devoted to newest are “ Urban Education”
psychology, beginning with and “Teaching in Urban Schools.”
An interesting note is that if
after completing the liberal arts
program a student decides to
teach, 15 education semester
hour s are requi r ed before
certification.
always wise to talk to the people
involved in the statements and see
Players
what really happened. A
Experimental
Theatre
clarification of policy can do
much to define a situation which
Group
may, at first glance, appear
announces auditions
undefinable.
for "The Brig"
This is not a condemnation of
All male cast —
MONTCLARION staff or a
improvisational auditions
statement to MONTCLARION
Oct. 24 and 25
staff, it is simply a reminder to
the wary student to be cautious in
2 groups - 5 and 6 p.m.
his free interpretation of a
Studio Theatre
statement. It is up to the
individual reader to find out if a
statement is accurate, or if
dynamic journalism has been
employed to such an extent that
the student is misled. The
d i s c e r n i n g individual can
appreciate everything which is
from any photo
said in this world.
At this point, a reminder is in
order - a reminder that tomorrow
the Montclair State football team
returns to its home field and
battles under the lights at Sprague
Field. Much support will be
appreciated by the players,
cheerleaders, and Indians so get
out and support your team.
BOB MARTINEZ
SGA President

Giant
Poster

2 f t . x 3 f t .
o n ly $ * .9 5 *
« 4 . 9 5 v a lu e )

This blind man can hear and understand
a 60-minute speech in 30 minutes.
If you’ve ever played a 33 Vi rpm record
on 78 rpm, you know what happens.
The voice speed is more than doubled
but the result is a high-pitched, squeaky
babble. Bell Telephone Laboratories has
eliminated the high pitch, the squeak
and the babble. They have developed an
electronic device (the harmonic com
pressor) which permits the recording of
the human voice at twice its normal
speed without any distortion whatsoever.
This process is actually a hearing
equivalent for speed-reading. And that
means everyone, but most especially the
blind, will one day have a meaningful
substitute for speed-reading. The uses
for compressed speech, as it is called,
are numerous.

W ork in Europe

In the not too distant future, textbooks,
news articles, even novels and other
fictional material will be recorded with
the Bell Telephone process, and
“ speed-heard” with perfect understand
ing by the trained listener. For these
reasons and many others, the American
Foundation for the Blind in cooperation
with Bell Telephone Laboratories is now
studying the possible use of compressed
speech in its tape and disc recording
programs for the blind.
“ Speed Hearing”—a look at com
munications of the future from the
Nationwide Bell System.

New Jersey Bell
Pari of the Nationwide Bell System v

i “/

American Student Information
Service has arranged jobs,
tours & studying in Europe for
over a decade. Choose from
thousands of good paying jobs
in 15 countries, study at a fa
mous university, take a Grand
Tour, transatlantic transporta
tion, travel independently. All
permits, etc. arranged thru this
low cost & recommended pro
gram. On the spot help from
ASIS offices while in Europe.
For educational fun-filled ‘ &
profitable experience of a life
time send $ 2 for handbook
(overseas handling, airmail re
ply & applications included)
listing jobs, tours, study &
crammed with other valuable
info, to: Dept. M, ASIS, 22 ave.
de la Liberte, Luxembourg
City, Grand Duchy of Lux.

' Send any black & white or color
photo (no negatives) and the name
Swingline”cut out from any Swingline
package (or reasonable facsimile) to:
P O S T E R -M A R T , P.O. B ox 165,
Woodside, N.Y. 11377. Enclose $1.95
cash, check, or money order (no
C O D. s). Add sales tax where appli
cable.
Poster rolled and mailed (post
paid) in sturdy tube. Original mate
rial returned undamaged. Satisfaction
guaranteed.

Get a

Sw ingline
Tot Stapler

(including 1000 staples)
L arg er size CU B D esk
S ta p le r only $ 1 , 6 9
U nconditionally guaranteed.
A t an y s ta tionery, variety, or book store.

INC.
LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y. 1110'
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Newark Negroes Vie For Political Power
who was picked last June by the
conve nt i on to run for a
counci l man- at -l arge seat in
Newark.
Pinkney, a high-school math
teacher, has served as a director of
e d u c a t i o n a l progr ams for
disadvantaged ghetto teenagers.

**'M**JI or ♦**<•***

■PW iî^rS
P h o to

BY

M o re y

A n te b i

Black Unity: The chief concern now.

people turned up at the first
session. The leaders expected
For Newark ghetto residents West Kinny Junior High School’s
and political leaders Nov. 5 will auditorium with 960 seats to be
prove to be a most crucial date in jammed. It wasn’t.
“We can control this city by
that city’s history. A special
1970 if we can just unite this
election aimed at filling three
once,” pleaded Jones.
vacancies on the City Council will
“ It will take massive voter
take place. And for all intents and
registration
. . . Just because we
purposes, this election is the
prelude to bigger stakes in 1970 — have a majority of the population
(it) doesn’t mean a thing until we
the chance for a black man to
get out and vote.”
become mayor of Newark.
The next day a mere 600
“ But unity is our main
d elegates s howed up and
problem right now,” claims Harry
Wheeler, a noted civil rights leader committees began formulating
policies on which the campaign
and teacher in the Newark public
would be based.
schools.
Black Power Not New
It was Wheeler last June that
The idea of getting ghetto
called for both moderate and
leaders and citizens together to
militant black community leaders
work on obtaining black power is
to join in the formation of a black
nothing new. In 1966 an all-black
power convention.
organization was formed to
“ The i nt e nt i on o f the
develop “a united bloc of black
convention,” said Wheeler “was to
voters behind black candidates for
select candidates acceptable to
the political emancipation of the
both moderates and radicals and
Negro.”
to instill a sense of unity among
The immediate goal was to
black voters.”
elect a black mayor in Montclair
The speaker representing the
by 1968; a black mayor for East
militant voice at the convention
Orange in 1969; and a black
was LeRoi Jones, a playwright by
mayor for Newark by 1970.
occupation. Jones, who was
It is interesting to note that the
arrested for illegally possessing
city of Montclair elected Matthew
two guns during the six-day 1967
Carter as its mayor, a Negro in a
riot and currently out pending
predom inantly white, upper
appeal, is well known for his
middle-class city.
anti-white feelings.
T h e p r e s i d e n t of this
While convention leaders like
organi zat i on was Theodore
to think their effort was a success,
Pinkney, a 35-year-old Newarker
it was estimated that only 550
By DAVID M. LEV IN E
Montclarion Features Editor

P h o to

By

M o re y

A n te b i

MONTCLARION reporter David M. Levine questions ghetto
resident about the possibility of having a Negro mayor in Newark.

Along with Pinkney, Donald C.
T u c k e r was selected for
councilman to run from Newark’s
predominantly Latin East Ward.
Tucker, an organizer with the
United Community Corporation,
a group actively working toward
understanding between the races,
is classified as a “ political
activist.”
While Pinkney and Tucker
were selected, Lucius Tompkins
and Leon Ewing were rejected by
th e c o n v e n t i o n . BLACK
NEWARK, a militant ghetto
newspaper, claims that Tompkins
and Ewing plan “to act like
niggers and run for election”
against the convention’s choice of
Pinkney and Tucker.
Ewing, an experienced Negro
politican and member of the
Republ i can p a r t y, recently
c h a r g e d t h a t “ unbiased
delegates . . . representing the

entire black community were to
select the most qualified black
man . . . This did not take place.”
'

"White Backlash"

Ewing added: “I was not
chosen because I refused to hate
people.”
But the possibility of the black
convention’s hand-picked men
succeeding in November for their
respective offices may be an
ent i rel y different story. In
Newark there are about 134,000
registered voters. And the most
educated guess claims about
45,000, or one-third of the voters
in the entire city, are Negroes.
But since there’s no actual racial
or ethnic breakdown, “any guess
is just as good,” stated a
spokesman for the Board of
Elections.
Civil rights leader Harry
Wheeler stated: “We think there
are about 105,000 Negroes of
voting age. And we’re trying to
reach them through massive voter
registration programs . . . like the
one to commemorate the late
Rev. King.”
Hence, the future looks a bit
bleak for election prospects right
now.

And to add to the problem of
bl ackmen getting elected to
office, a “white backlash” is
developing in the Newark City
Council elections.
The major white contenders
include Anthony Imperiale and
Anthony Guiliano. Imperiale, who
is affectionately called the “Big
T,” is head of a vigilante group in
the predominantly Italian north
ward. The North Ward Citizens
Committee is said to have about
2000 members with a large
proportion of its membership
paying $2 a month for protection.
Imperiale claims, however, that
he’s there to keep the north ward
“peaceful” .
Anthony Guiliano, a detective
and former president of the
P a t r o l m a n ’s B e n e v o l e n t
Association, is running on a “law
and order” platform.
In all, the 1968 City Council
race is shaping up to be a
significant power play by the
whites as well as the Negroes who
make up a majority of Newark’s
population. It is evident that the
Negroes feel change is necessary
and with that change a black man
will eventually become Newark’s
mayor.

areyour
contactlenses
moreworkthan
they’reworth?
If you’ re tired of using
two or more separate so
lutions to take care of
your contact lenses, we
have the solution. It ’ s
Lensine the all-purpose
lens solution for co m 
plete contact lens c a r e preparing, cleaning, and
soaking. ■ Ju st a drop or
two of Lensine before you
insert your contacts coats
and lubricates the lens
surface making it smoother and n o n -irrita tin g .
Cleaning your contacts
with Lensine retards the
buildup of foreign d e 
posits on the lenses. ■
Lensine is sterile, selfsanitizing, and an tise p 
tic m aking it ideal for
storage of your le n se s
between wearing periods.
And you get a removable
storage case on the bot
tom of e ve ry bottle, a

L e n s in e e x c lu s iv e fo r Bacteria cannot grow in
proper lens hygiene. ■ It Lensine.« Caring for con
has been demonstrated tact lenses can be as con
venient as wearing them
with Le n sin e , from the

Murine Company, Inc.

CONTACT UNS

that im prop er storage
between w earings may
result in the growth of
bacteria on the le n se s.
This is a sure cause of eye
irritation and could seri
ously end ang er visio n .

LENSINE
b,

MURjNE
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Janet Caruso
Editor-in-Chief
Miriam Taub
Managing Editor
Barbara Zaloga
Business and Avertising
Manager

T h e M O N T C L A R IO N
is pu b lish ed w e e k ly b y the
D e p artm en t of P u b licatio n s of the S tu d e n t G o ve rn m e n t
A sso c ia tio n , In c ., U p p er M o n tcla ir, N ew Je rse y , 783-9091
or 7 4 6 -9 5 0 0 ( E x t . 3 5 3 ). S u b sc rip tio n s availab le on request
at $ 2 .5 0 per sem ester, $ 4 .0 0 per y ea r.
E d ito ria l o p in io n s, unless signed, are the o p in io n s of the
E d ito ria l S ta ff. O p in io n s of the co lu m n ists are e n tire ly th e ir
ow n and need not represent the o p in io n of the E d ito ria l
B oard or a n y m em ber th e re o f. T h e M O N T C L A R IO N w ill
be pu blish ed on a w e e k ly basis, e x ce p t during e x a m in a tio n
perio d s and v a ca tio n s.

L E T 'S S E E TH E LIG H T
W ith o nly tw o roadw ays leading o ff
cam pus, traffic tie-ups at M ontclair are
inevitable. H ow ever, traffic flow on and o ff
cam pus will be facilitated by the eventual
placem ent o f a traffic light at the corner o f
Valley R oad and N orm al Avenue.
With over 2 8 50 com m uters, the m ajority
using th e Valley R oad access to the cam pus,
th e light will regulate the traffic and provide
a m easure o f safety for b o th pedestrians and
drivers w ho m ay risk their lives w hen they
a t t e mp t to cross Valley R oad, eith er on foot
or in a car.
Last May 16, a fte r the industrious
effo rts o f m any MSC stu d en ts, the N.J.
d e p a rtm e n t o f m o to r vehicles approved the
co n stru c tio n o f a traffic light to replace the
blinker light.
Five m o n th s later the blinker is still
w orking and th ere are no signs th a t the light
will appear in th e near future.
A lthough n o t schooled in engineering
p ro cedures, we realize th a t it should not
take five m o n th s to pu t up one traffic light.
W hether som e slight com plication or
some ‘state o f New Jersey red -tap e’ is
involved, th e delay is no t relaxing the m ind
o f th e M ontclair co m m u ter w ho leaves the
cam pus a t 6 p.m.
It is realized th a t the traffic light is n o t a
“ cure-all” fo r the existing situation. But the
present traffic situ atio n will be eased w ith
some q u ick actio n on the part o f the
highway d ep artm en t.
L et th e S tate o f New Jersey and the
c o u n ty o f Essex now move to action!
NEW T ID E IN LEA RN IN G
Teaching a large class o f college stu d en ts
the philosophies o f Hegel, P lato and
A ristotle is hard enough, but to try to do so
when there is a slight flood in the m iddle o f
o n e ’s so-called “ classroom ’ is deplorable.

News Editor..................
Richard Kamencik
Features Editor............
... David M. Levine
Sports Editor...............
....... John Dantoni
Drama and Arts Editor
... Bonnie Marranca
Make Up Editor...........
............Anne Wang
Copy Editor..................
............... Pat Pepin
Photography Editor.....
....... Morey Antebi
Assistant Editors:
News, Pat Hanrahan; Features, Ginny Saundcrson;
Sports, Frank Mento; Photography, Gary Novosielski;
Business, Mari-Jo Marra.

H owever, this was the situation last week, as
the rains poured and the “ Devlopm ent o f
E d u ca tio n ” class plunged into an hour o f
soggy yet attentive note-taking.
T he scene described above is not at all
uncom m on on the MSC cam pus. Leaks can
be f ound in several classroom s and offices
and “ te m p o ra ry ” barracks with lopsided
floors, noisy light fixtures, and little heat in
w inter have served as classroom s since 1945.
Partridge Hall, the “ to be co n stru c te d ”
lour
story,
air-conditioned classroom
bui l ding is sorely needed and m uch
anticipated. In the m eantim e, some large
aw aited repairs should be started in those
already existing facilities. How about it,
m aintenance d ep a rtm en t?

SOMETHING FOR EV ER Y O N E
H om ecom ing w eekend at any college or
university is a special event and one which is
very o ften eagerly aw aited. How ever, with
H om ecom ing at MSC ju st tw o weeks aw ay,
there is as yet little evidence o f the
p o p u larity or appeal th a t this event has for
the college com m unity. The only ones who
seem to be thi nking ab o u t it are those
co m m ittee chairm en whose responsibility it
is to prepare their organization’s en try for
the float com petition.
N everthless, H om ecom ing this year has
som ething in store for the entire college
communi t y. T here will be a parade through
the tow n o f M ontclair, a football gam e,
dances, co n certs, and even a pep rally,
including fireworks! D on’t let H om ecom ing
‘68 slip your m ind. The d ate is Nov. 1, 2 and
3. At t e nd this w orthw hile and enjoyable
benefit. It will be to your advantage.

This is an actual, unrehearsed photograph taken on Mon., Oct. 14 when both the
MONTCLARION and Q U A R T ER LY staffs faced publication deadlines. Do we need our
own offices? You bet we do!
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The President’s Desk
November Conference

In last week’s article 1 agreed
to describe a method for
improving the existing decision
making machinery here at the
College. A conference will be held
starting Thursday evening, Nov.
21 and running on through the
morning, afternoon and evening
of Nov. 22. Every student and
faculty member of the college will
ultimately be affected by the
conclusions which will be reached
during these sessions. An
examination of the Administrative
Council, Faculty Council, Student
Government and Coordinating
Committee, and the relationships
among these various groups will
be undertaken. Questions will be
raised about the adequacy of
these councils and groups as
representative instruments for
reflecting the interests and
aspirations of their constituents.
Questions will also be raised as to
the advisability of disbanding
some because of their inadequacy
in representing their constituents,
and creating new organizations.

wish t o discuss with these
representatives their opinions
about techniques for improving
involvement in decision making
on our campus.
FA C U LTY COUNCIL

Miss Huberta D. Alcaro
Mr. Philip H. Anderson
Mr. William A. Ballare
Dr. Carolyn Bock
Bertrand P. Boucher
Dr. Martin Brown
Gerard Caracciolo
Dr. Ernest B. Fincher
Dr. Carl E. Frankson
Oliver Gelston
Mrs. Mary Heilman
Dr. S. Marie Kuhnen
Edwin Mills
Karl R. Moll
Dr. Dorothy J. Morse
Dr. Earl E. Mosier
George J. Petrello
James P. Pettegrove
Miss Marian Schiebel
William B. Shadel
B. Ernest Shore
ADM IN ISTRATIVE COUNCIL

Dr. John R. Beard
Dr. Laurence Bellagamba
Mr. Alan L. Buechler
The conference will be
Dr. Harold Bohn
attended by about 100 people
Dean Lawton W. Blanton
with an equal number from the
Dr. Daniel Brower
faculty and from the student
Dr. Leonard Buchner
body. It will be held off campus
Vincent Calabrese
in a facility which would allow
Dr. Lillian A. Calcia
the group to meet first as a whole
Dr. Anne C. Castens
and then in smaller units for
Prof. Paul C. Clifford
discussions and decision making.
Dr. Philip S. Cohen
Obviously the success of this
Dr. Frank Cordasco
affair will depend in part upon the
Dr. Arthur W. Earl
degree to which its participants
Dr. L. Howard Fox
are, in fact, representative of
Dr. M. Herbert Freeman
college thinking. These people,
Dr. Paul A. Gaeng
who would have to be both
Dr. Irwin H. Gawley
willing and able to become
Prof. David Balderston
involved in this very grueling but
Dean Anthony R. Kuolt
important conference, have not
Mr. Robert E. MacVane
yet been selected. It does seem
Dr. Samson McDowell
certain that the members of the
Dr. Ward Moore
Faculty Council, Administrative
Dean Allan Morehead
Council, and representatives of
Dr. Richard W. Tews
Student Government will be
included in the larger group.
Dr. Ralph Walter
Today I would like to list the _____
Thomas H. Richardson
members of the Faculty and
Administrative Councils and in a
SUBMIT NOW!
future article I will list their
Comment, satire and
student counterparts who will
general funny
attend the conference. 1 believe
GALUMPH exists
this information will be useful to
if you do
students and faculty who may
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The
M ONTCLARION
requests that all submissions to
this column be limited to 250
words. Typed letters get first
preference.
Views expressed in these
letters do not necessarily
reflect those of the editorial
board.
LONG REIGN SOPHISTRY?
To the Editor:

We question just what it is that
Mr. Insley is trying to say in his
opinion expressed in the October
4 edition of the MONTCLARION.
Are we really “not involved,”
incapable of rational thought, and
“ im m ature?” Are we really
completely oblivious to world
events?
Apparently Mr. Insley feels
that if we aren’t involved in the
dichotomy of wearing fatigue
shirts and peace medallions and
verbalizing in loud and often
obnoxious terms we are not part
of his “involved generation.”
Perhaps some of us are clever
enough to assume active roles and
initiate innovations while still
remaining within the confines of
the social machinery.
We ask what basis Mr. Insley
has used to draw his correlation
between “ intellectualism” and
“protest.” Are those of you who
fol l ow less deviant behavior
patterns any less capable of
intellectualism? We don’t believe
such is the case.
Mr. Insley is 100 per cent
correct in his speculation that
MSC “need fear no Mark Rudd”
on its campus. We seriously doubt
that an organization such as the
SDS would be received on this
campus as APATHETICALLY as
the Student Peace Union. We feel
that if such an attempt were
made, it would be soon brought
to light that MSC students can be
other than apathetic! We also feel
that as a campus we are displaying
both restraint and maturity by
NOT “jumping on the protest
bandwagon.”
Should we show Mr. Insley our
involvement and concern by
jumping up and down in the
lobby of Life Hall next week?
W ILLIAM EICKH O RST
RO BERT EBERSBACH
DAVID M cCLAY

ON SCHOOL SPIRIT
To the Editor:

I would like to comment on a
very poor situation here on
campus — the tremendous lack of
school spirit. I am referring in
particular to the attendance and
attention at the football games.
Our first game was at home
and, although I’m told by the
upperclassmen that the number of
students there was more than
usual, I thought the attendance
left a lot to be desired.
Considering the enrollment of the
school, those bleachers should
have been crowded beyond
capacity.
Then, too, I noticed that of
those who came to view the game,
only a very slight handful made
any attempt to yell for our team.
Perhaps this was due to the lack
of creativity on the part of the
cheerleaders themselves — I don’t
know. The fact remains that our
team had no way of knowing that
MSC was behind them all the way.
In fact, much of the more
voluble yelling was done by
arm-chair cynics who did nothing
but criticize the efforts of the
players.
We students of MSC should
develop some spirit for the
at hl et i c event s whi ch are
sponsored by the college. How
can we truly say we BELONG
when we don’t even show it?
The game itself was very
poorly advertised, and there was
nothing (not even a pep rally!) to
arouse interest. Those players are
not out there for themselves —
they’re boosting the name of
OUR school. Let’s at least show
them we care and we’re behind
them by some active participation
in the stands. Display your colors
and back your team all the way —
it’s the only way to really BE a
member of the college!

COALITION CONCERNED
To the Editor,

It was with great interest and
approval that I viewed the
initiation of your new column,
“ opi ni on left.” Mr. Insley’s
opinions, it must be remembered,
are those of an observer and
member of the New Left. They
are not necessarily those of the
New Left nor any organization of
which he is a member. May I say
that I am in complete agreement
with Mr. Insleys’ views as to the
condi t i on of our academic
community.
However, I do raise a point of
fact with Mr. Insley who states
that the moratorium held last
spring on April 26 was organized
by the college administration,
when in fact the situation was
q u i t e t h e oppos i t e. The
moratorium was initiated and
sponsored by the Coalition of

Concern, an ad hoc committee
com po sed o f th e Newman
F ellow ship, Protestant
Foundat i on, Star of David,
Student Peace Union and Young
Democrats. Most of the actual
or gani zat i on, including the
arrangements for the speaker,
Dale Minor of WBAI radio, was
achieved by Dennis Lynch (’68),
the SPU liaison to the Coalition.
Although the Coalition had the
consent of the administration, the
latter in no way introduced the
idea. The Coalition was not even
certain of President Richardson’s
participation until he appeared at
the podium. This is in no way
intended to question the validity
of Mr. Insley’s argument. I merely
present this as a statement of fact.

Language Dept.

Offers Greek Course
The fore ign language
department is adding a new
dimension to its curriculum. It
will be offering a full year of
classical Greek beginning with the
fall semester of 1969. The course,
which will be worth three or
possible four credits, will be open
to all undergraduates and will be
of special interest to liberal arts
students, who may take it to
fulfill their language requirement.

Classical Greek will be taught
by Mr. King, a graduate of La
Salle University, where he
majored in Latin and Greek. He
BA RBA RA FISCH ER
has also done graduate work at
Secretary,
the University of Pennsylvania.
Student Peace Union
Mr. King stated that “Greek
studies have enjoyed a resurgence
The M O N TCLARIO N
of interest in the past ten years.”
He feels that “ new and excellent
will not be published
translations of the classics have
next week, Oct. 25.
kindled student interest in Greek
civilization.”

Flying lesson s.

Applyhere:

KATHI CAMPORINI

Class of ’72
EDITOR'S NOTE: At a recent
Montclair Athletic Commission
meeting attendance at MSC’s first
h o m e foot bal l game was
numbered at 4400, the largest
crowd ever to attend a Montclair
game.

A B C G ladieux Food Service
will present a Luau Dinner-Dance
for your pleasure.
Oct. 23 — 4:45 p.m.
Life Hall Cafeteria.

S P E C IA L S A L E
Velour Shirts
Regular...........................................................................$8
N ow ............................................................................... $4
Grey Sweat Shirts
Regular...........................................................................$3
N ow ......................................................................... $1.50

That's right. You, too, can be a pilot.
Join the United States Air Force and qualify for
pilot training. Become a leader with executive
responsibility.
Well, what else? A pilot is the officer in charge
of a million dollars worth of high flying, sophisti
cated supersonic equipment, isn't he?
Yes, and you'll wear a snappy blue officer's uni
form, enjoy officer's pay and privileges. You'll
probably travel to exotic foreign lands, and have
a secure future in the biggest scientific and
research organization. World's biggest.
You'll be where all the exciting Space Age break
throughs are. Where it's happening. Now. Today.
Right now. This minute. The Air Force is the "now"
place to be.
If you yearn to fly and don't try the Aerospace
Team, you'll miss your big chance,
let lhal be a lesson!
UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
Box A, Dept. SCP-810
Randolph Air Force Base, Texas 78148
AGE

NAME
(PLEASE PRINT)

CLASS

CO LLEGE

DEGREE

GRADUATION DATE
ADDRESS

College Supply Store
Life Hall

CITY

STATE

ZIP
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The Living Theatre:
Experiment In Terror
Reviewed by
BONNIE MARRANCA
Drama and Arts Editor

The Theatre is alive and well
and living at the Brooklyn
Academy of Music. Back from
their voluntary European exile
The Living Theatre has brought
with it a repertory of four new
plays, each with a statement on
the times.
“Art may be bad, good or
indifferent, but whatever adjective
is used, we must call it art, and
bad art is still art in the same way
that a bad emotion is still an
emotion.” (Marcel Duchamp)
The Living Theatre whatever it
is doing, is doing it well. But who
wants to watch a whole scene of
wonderful vomiting or a half hour
of brilliant masturbating? I find
either very boring.
The actors make the point well
enough. But the constant drone of
noise and action is comparable to
telling a joke and then asking,
“did you get it” ?
In Antigone, for example, the
orgy scene is enough to try
anyone’s patience. The repetition
quickly gets in the way of the
more important movement and
dialog.
Julian Beck and Judith Malina,
leaders of The Living Theatre,
have broken down the fourth wall
the barrier between audience
and actor is no longer in
existence. Their powerful creation
of Antigone from the 1947 Brecht
version is an excoriating comment
on war. Played off stage as much
as on stage, the chorus members
of Antigone shout, kick and
punch at the audience with a
feroci ous realism, prompting
reactions of both tension and fear.
Are we afraid of our own
brothers?
Disciples of free thought and
involvement, The Living Theatre
strives for the freedom of all men,
freedom most of all from those
who bind mankind, the state.

“For us there is no contradiction
between pacifism and revolution.
One has to work nonviolently in
order to effect change,” says
Judith Malina.
Her husband Julian Beck, at
times, plays Kreon with a hint of
Lyndon Johnson; gruesome men
lap like dogs at his feet. Man is
disgustingly degraded and reduced
to animal level.
With sustained concentration
and outright discipline the actors
rant, scream and grunt in an effort
to demonstrate man’s inhumanity
to man. This unflinching intensity
is the key to the troupe’s
explosive performance.

Mr. Barnes, the dance and
drama critic of THE NEW YORK
TIMES, spoke to an audience of
some 200 people on Oct. 8 in
Memorial
Au d i t o r i u m in
conjunction with MSC’s “Festival
of the Arts.”
Mr. Barnes’ expert and witty
lecture centered on the future of
Broadway and the American
t heat r e, and a comparison
bet ween t he American and
English theatres. He discussed the
expenses of “a night at the
theatre,” which he estimates at
$50-$60 a couple, criticized the
importance of economics in the
New York theatre and deplored
the “hit mentality” of Broadway,
in which experimental and novel
theatre is sacrificed in favor of a
sure-fire box-office hit.
A critic’s job, Mr. Barnes feels,
is difficult. For once a person
becomes a critic, “you can only
remember what life was like,” and

that the time for experimenting
and mistakes is gone. The critic,
however, must “ remain a
perpetual virgin” in the theatre,
always open to new ideas as well
as accepting the past. Most of all,
he thinks, a critic must ■like
criticism, otherwise his job will be
t o t a l l y unproduct i ve, and
unenjoyable
Delving into his past life, Mr.
Barnes recalls he had wanted to
become a critic since “around age
12” when he attended the theatre
“abnormally often.” During his
time as a student, he took courses
in acting and dancing. His first job
as a critic was at college in
England at age 22, where he
worked for the magazine “Dance
and Dances,” and today, 18 years
later, he still writes for them
occasionally.
When he came to America, he
f o u n d h i m s e l f preferring
American dance to American
drama, although he doesn’t draw
many distinctions between the
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Tony Richardson Directs Hemmings
In Current 'Light Brigade’ Revival
Reviewed by
MOREY ANTEBI
Photography Editor

What possessed producer Neil
Hartely (The Loved One) to revive
the Charge of the Light Brigade, a
war movie that has been remade
four times previously? To do so
and add something new to this
well-worn story of the charge of
England’s finest cavalry into the
wrong valley during the Crimean
War (1854-56), would prove quite
difficult. Yet director Tony
Richardson (Tom Jones) has
managed to turn Alfred Lord
Tennyson’s immortalized account
of the courage and gallantry
M ysteries
is a rather exhibited by the light brigade into
disengaging theatre piece. With an oft en ti mes humorous
over used phrases like “ban the portrayal of the reality and the
bomb,” “ Freedom now” and stupidity of war.
The lion-traditional script has
“ free the blacks” it aptly
synthesizes the philosophy of The no main story line and therefore
no traditional protagonist or
Living Theatre. The only
significant part of the play is the antagonist. Rather, it is a
point at which many members of collection of subtle minor plots
each with a means to its own end.
the audience lock arms on stage
Despite the absence of the usual
with the actors in a symbolic
compl i cat ion-climax-resolution
gesture of brotherhood.
plot, the story flows smoothly
Overstuffed with grunts, snorts
and similar disgusting noises,
except for a few instances of
Mysteries pushes one far past the
over-obvious morality.
point of exasperation.
Due to the nature of the script
the actors themselves are given
The Living Theatre is most
sole responsibility for character
assuredly an art form. But who
creation. Trevor Howard the
can really judge its precepts until
brigade’s commander and Jill
it has been absorbed into the
Bennet his comic mistress achieve
mainstream of other art forms?
this through expression and
Julian Beck’s Living Theatre
uncanny timing. David Hemmings,
leaves a lot to be desired in its
a self-styled militarist who
method of approach. In its total
believes in treating even privates
mockery of man it has pushed the
boundaries
o f human
under s t andi ng far out of
proportion. All that is left is
grotesque caricature.
In its attempts to decipher the
nature of man The Living Theatre
seems to have forgotten that man
is a spirit of many moods. To
exaggerate one to the point of
horror is to belittle the other to
the edge of despair.

Clive Barnes:
On The Theatre
By DON PENDLEY
Features Staff

I ON

NEW YORK TIMES
Clive Barnes at MSC.

critic

two. This similarity, he states, is
part i cul arl y strong in such
experimental groups as the Living
Theatre.
Mr. Barnes feels personally that
he is “a better dance than drama
cr i t i c, ” and that he never
expected to be reviewing drama
for THE TIMES. However, in
addition to drama and dance, he
has also reviewed movies (which
he “loves reviewing”) and music
(which he “hates reviewing”).
Mr. Barnes feels that the
student deserves more from the
theatre industry, since the student
is often on a limited budget. He
suggest that the theatres take a
hint from the airlines and begin a
policy if last-minute purchases of
empty seats by students at
nominal prices.
Mr. Barnes also feels that the
theatre itself and NOT the
classroom, must be the proving
ground for new writers and actors.
It is the availability of better
theatre quality that will increase
this generation’s interest in the
arts, claims Barnes.

David Hemmings leads charge.

humanely, and Vanessa Redgrave
his lover, have an earthy
sensuality to them. Pompous
British wit is created by John
Gielgud and Harry Andrews.
The plot is not the only
instance of unique usage of
technique. The uses of soft and
selective focus are only two of the
more obvious methods which
make the photography a work of
art instead of skill. Of special
i n t e r e s t is t h e a l m o s t
revolutionary use of caricature

aiiu n a u u ii

w h ic h

y iu v iU C a

relief.
These innovations, assisted by
thoughtful acting and directing,
provide a refreshing media upon
which to build an exceptional
s t o r y . The provocative,
straight-forward manner produces
an end product of regal art.
E n jo y a b it of “ L a D o lc e V it a ” ;
jo in the n e w ly -fo rm e d Italian C lu b
B e n v e n u ti, tu tti.

Barbra Streisand
In Central Park
REVIEWED BY
MAURICE MORAN
Staff Reporter

Take a woman of medium
stature with a slightly large nose,
spell her name wrong and put her
in Sheep Meadow, Central Park
and what would happen? Nothing.
But make that name Barbra
Streisand, star of Broadway,
Columbia recording artist and
movie star, announce that she will
sing some songs for free and you’d
probably have, in terms that are
c u r r e n t l y in vogue, “ a
happening” . And that’s exactly
what they called it: A Happening

renaissance shoemaker and' a
twentieth century love affair with
Marty the Martian. Finally,
Second Hand Rose leads the
crowd in her autobiographical
ditty.
As the evening wanes, she
intones Silent Night, and the
nocturnal peace is echoed on
Chri st mas in July. As she
disappeared, 270,000 hands and
half as many voices called her
back. They would only be calmed
by Happy Days Are Here
Again . . . “the skies above are
clear again . . . ”

in The Park.

The album might have been
titled Barbra’s Greatest Hits and
recorded in a studio. Instead they
brought her to the people. And
they were the luckiest people in
the world. Just by listening to her
sing People, a certain happiness is
evident. First, an adolescent
Barbra chills you with tales of He
Touched Me. She suddenly turns
jilted lover who knows the ways
of the world, who cries “Come on
and cry me a river. . . ” Finally, an
aged philosopher, she proverbs
Love Is Like A Newborn Child.

But the evening is not all
seriousness. At a lighter moment,
Barbra the minstrel sings of
medieval romance . . . a

U
Marlene Dietrich nearing thi
week of one-woman show
Mark Hellinqer Theatre.
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Montclair’ s Spring ’ 6 8
Dean’ s List Announced

H um an R elations L a b o ra to ry Features
S e lf K n o w ledg e As W eekend P rogram

DEAN'S HONOR LIST
SECOND SEM ESTER. 1967 68 *
T h e stu d e n ts w h o se nam es ar e listed
b e l o w have a tta in e d an average o f 3.5
o r b e t t e r for full tim e w o r k o f at least
12 se mester h o u rs in t h e regular
u n d e r g ra d u a te division for th e Spring
Sem este r. T h e star in dicates a 4.0
average.
♦R eid, Madeleine
♦L awson, Violet
JUNIORS
Ren ts ch ler, C a ro lyn
L eo n ard , Mary Ann
Rickershauser,
Linda
Marahrens, Charles
Adam s, Ella
Rogalski, Dennis
Marra, Mari-Jo
Asa dorian, Doris
May, Mary
R o n d i n o n e , C y n th ia
Aud a, Marjorie
McNally, Mary Ja ne
Saling, Jo a n n e
ban ks, Susan
Schlossberger,
Else
McWilliams, Rita
Bender, Ja m e s
M usto, E d m u n d
Sch ulze, Roger
Bergmann, Carl
Naskre t, J o a n n a
S h o c k n e r , Patricia
♦Best, Elizabeth
♦ N e m e th , Ellen
S im p k in s, Carol
Bider man, Debra
Palmieri, Ja n e t
Sloan
,
Susan
Blaine, J o a n
S m ith , Ju d y
Paulson, Ju d i t h
Blake, K athleen
l’ean o , Mario
S m ith , William
Bruno, Arlene
Pedranti, L u n n e
S o b k o w icz, Ja n e t
Burke, Winifred
P ouss on , Arlene
S o n d e y , Ja m es
Butler, Wallace
Pringle, D o r o th y
S ta n e k , Jean
* Byrne, Ju d i t h
Q u in n , Eileen
S t a r re t t , Ju d i t h
Byrne, Patricia
R eitan o , Ju d y
S tech er, Mary
Carrara, Silvio
Rizzo, Jo Ann
S w eeten , Don
Cartaina, J o h n
R o z ek , J o y c e
T a n n e n b a u m , Lois
Ceres, Myra
Thiele, Karen
S andberg, Ellen
Chiciak, A n d rew
S en n er, K athlyn
T im in s k y , Harre t
Clark, C o n s tan ce
Sh erry , Margaret
T u fa n o , Beverly
C o h e n , Marilyn
S p i t z b a r th , Christa
Van Z w eden, Ro b ert
C o rey, Daniel
Stelzle, J u n e
Williams, J u n e
Czebro wski, Konald
S to ry , E d m u n d
Williamson,
Laurel
D ’A n d rea, Louise
T ay lo r, Toni
Wishinsky, Arnold
Edwards, Allen
Teb esc eff, Sergio
W itte, Waltraut
E v anko, Ju d i t h
T rem m el, Patricia
Wolff, Marlene
F alconer, D o r o t h y
Vau g h an , Ju d i t h
Wyble,
J
o
y
c
e
Farley, Isabel
V ern arec, Elaine
Wyble, Susan
Fer ber, R o n n ie A n n
Yas ney , Sandra
Vogt, Barbara
Finkelstein, S h aro n
Zelicskovics, Barbara
Walker, J u d i t h
Fitzgerald, Ger aldine
Wall,
Karen
Fraser, Rita
SOPHOMORES
Wang, A n n e
Garval, Howar d
♦Warren, T h o m a s
Glogiewicz, Elean or
A b r o m , Do n n a
Wasse rm an, Var da
Goelz, Carol
A lb rech t, Kathleen
Watzick,
Judith
Goldberg, Nancy
Asher, Laurie
Weir, Barbara
Gurski, S tanley
Ayres, Beatrice
Z o p p o , Ro sem ary
Haase, Barbara
Bakay, Michelle
Heil, Jo a n
Barbalinar do , Susan
Hein, Ja n et
Bocola, Phyllis
Hoag lan d, S tep h an ie
FRESHMEN
Boyle, Denn is
H o lt, D o r o th y
♦B ro ek er, Mary
H o y t , Ja m es
Alvarez, Lazaro
Bunescu, S anda
Hugh es, Jo y c e
Buo n o , Paul
A n d rio la, Dolores
Kapanjie, Ja n e
A p p l e t o n , Carol
♦Cali, Susan
♦Kieser, Nancy
A u lt, D o ro th y
Ca tsos, Barbara
Kim ak, Karen
C o rn , Ju d i t h
Bart os, Ju d i t h
King, Lin da
Corrales, Francisco
Card inale, Henry
King, Sandra
C o s t a n t i n o , Barbara
♦Clark, Bonnie
Koegel, Glenn
C z o rn y j, A n n e Mari
Closter, Linda
K opec, Rita
D acko, Anna
C raw fo rd , William
Lane, Genevieve
Darm inio, Theresa
Di G io sa ffatte, R u d o lp h
Lee, Diane
Del G uercio, Margaret
Drews, Eliza beth
L e h m a n , Virginia
De M attia, Nancy
Du ff, Barbara
L io y , Paul
Der K in d eren , J o h a n n e s
D z u b e c k , Ellen
L u tz , Miriam
De S t e f a n o , J o h n
E th e ri n g t o n , Lois
M acElh in n ey , S an d ra
D e tto r e , A n n e
Fleischer, Vivian
Mackay, Helen
D o m in o , Fra nces
Grigo, Marion
Magda, J e a n n e t t e
D o n o h u e , Ja n et
H ah n , D o n n a
♦Mangino, Arlene
D u rk in , J o a n n e
Haug, M a ry ann
Ma thes, Theresa
D zu p in , Mary
Haw kins, Ju n e
Micchelli, Celeste
H o d d e , Jo a n n e
Feier, C lau d e tte
Mikesell, Lewis
Je
n sen , Gail
F
erraro
,
Marilynn
Morey, A rth u r
Karp, S tanley
F ischer, Barbara
Mor itz, Martha
Kish, Barbara
F itz p a tric k , Cecilia
Morriello, J a y n e
♦Klebosis, Gale
FTanko, Michael
M u r p h y , K ath r y n
Kovolesky, Theresa
G ard n er, Patricia
Nichol, J u d i t h
Kwas nick, Pamela
G o ld ste in , R u th
Nichols, Faith
Leiner, Diane
Grasso, Marie
♦ O ’Brien, Maureen
Lodge, L ynn
G reen, R o nald
Olsen, Isable
Mair, Lau rin
Grohs, Maryjane
O r la n d o , Ron ald
Manganelli, Linda
G u a r d a , Edith
Panieczko, Sophia
Meier, R u t h a n n
Ilaria, Susan
P aretzk y , R u th
M
oskow itz, Ellen
Ja c o b s, Harriet
P atier no , J o h n
Olson,
Karen
Je
n
k
in
s,
Carl
Pay ne, Laura
Piazza, Patricia
J o h n s o n , Linda
Pecherer, Miriam
P o p p e, Pauline
J o h n s t o n , N o rm a
Pen ab ad , Andres
Powell, Carol
Kelly, R o bert
♦Polizzi, Fra nk
Reilly, Ja n et
Kinch
,
Linda
P ro k o p ia k , Marie
Rifkin, Jo y c e
Kolbak, C a ro lun
Quick , Alan
R
o m a g n in o , Michael
Kornberg , Helene
Ramella, Lin da
Roszczewski, Ju lian n a
K o sk o , T h e o d o re
Ra m sd en , C a th e rin e
Schm iedel, Martina
Kugel, PHyllis
R a n d o n , Ja cq u elin
S en ezh ak , Diana
Kupyak, Joyce
Ranier, Theresa
Siegel, D o n n a
K u y b id a, Carole
♦Raviele, Fra ncine
S o l o m o n , Nancy
L au ro ra, Barbara
Reid, Brenda

’Class Sizes’
(Continued from Page 1)

class sizes have been increased
sizeably. Teachers have had to
make the choice; they could
accept either large classes similar
to last years with the existing free
time or even larger classes with
more time for preparation.
An alternative to the expansion
of classes is the hiring of more
faculty teachers. However, in
order for MSC to receive one
addition faculty member, student
enrollment must be increased by
16 to preserve the existing ratio.
Many of the faculty also have
administrative duties that cut
heavily into their instructional
time.
Special instruction groups such
as Independent Study are also
throwing off the balance of the
small class. For example, a small
Independent
Study group will
create a larger class somewhere
else in the department.

A TTEN T IO N
Are you sure your Selective
Service file is complete? Two forms
must be filled out by all male MSC
students in order to complete
individual requests for a student
deferment, 2-S classification.
All male students should have
received a Selective Service card
with their registration materials
prior to the beginning o f classes in
September. This should have been
filled out and returned to the
college. The card was then mailed
to the appropriate local board as
certification o f full time student
status.
Mr. Richards, assistant director
o f students, commented that there
has been some confusion pertaining
to the second form. “ The SSS
Form 104 is an essential form that
w ill c o m p le te the individual
student’s file when returned to the
local draft board."
If you have not completed the
SSS Form 104 or have any
q u e s t i o n s c o n c e r n i n g t hi s
procedure, Mr. Richards can be
contacted in College Hall, room
215.

That famous Greek, Socrates,
has been quoted frequently for
the wisdom of his philosophy of
self knowledge. At MSC, there are
those who also adhere to this
doctrine and practice techniques
of self-revelation in an intensive
weekend program of interaction
and communication with others.
This program, known as the
Human Relations Laboratory, will
be sponsored once again on Oct.
24-27 by the College Life Union
Board. This weekend program
enables students to obtain skills in
group dynamics, communication
skills, and human interaction.
Students are broken up into
groups of 15 people. In the groups
the participants will learn by
experience how their behavior
affects others and how they in
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The Paper Mill Playhouse in
Millburn is offering all three of
their fall season plays at a 50%
discount to students - buy one, get
one free —on Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday and Sunday evenings.
Currently playing is Don't Drink
the Water. Subsequent bills are Li'l
Abner, Oct. 22 to Nov. 17 and I
Do, I Do from Nov. 19 to Dec. 15.
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culture. Leadership workshops
were conducted for officers of
various campus organizations in
order to help them become more
democratic in their leadership.
The HRL emphasis has now
shifted to the development of
communication skills through
group interaction.

turn are affected by the actions of
others. The individual learns by
actual experience. Participants are
exposed to goal setting, group
problem solving, group task, and
group maintenance functions.
Theory sessions will follow some
of the meetings and deal with
what transpires in the groups.
Due to limitations caused by
the budget for HRL, only 110
students can be accomodated.
Persons
i n t e r e s t e d in
understanding group dynamics
should try to register as soon as
possible as registration is based on
a first come, first served
T he H u m a n Relations
Laboratory began at Montclair
State in 1963. At that time the
purpose of this faculty-student
group was to influence campus

Accent with READ-THRU color
and find references at a glance ]
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The Entertainment Committee Of
The Student Union
Presents in Concert

THE FIFTH DIMENSION
Saturday, November 9

8 :3 0 P.M.

Walsh Auditorium
SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
South Orange, New Jersey
College Students $2.50

Non-Students $4

Student Center Box Office Open 9 A.M.-4 P.M.
762-8995
762-8996
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MSC Shocks Central Conn. 6 -3 ,
Defense Outstanding in EFC W in
By JOHN DANTONI
Sports Editor

Montclair State College, behind
a fired-up-defense and a pair of
long Dan Rodgers’ field goals,
knocked seventh ranked Central
Connecticut State from the ranks
of the unbeaten in a 6-3 Saturday
cliffhanger at Artue Field.
The win gives the visiting
Indians a 2-2 record on the season
and a 1-0 slate in the Eastern
Football Conference. Connecticut
now sports a 2-1 season log with
an even 1-1 conference showing.
The loss also cost the Blue Devils
their number seven ranking in the
weekly Lambert Cup poll, which
determines the best medium-sized
college football team in the East.
“This was the type of ball that
I knew the boys were capable of
playing,” stated MSC mentor
Hank Ferris. “The boys have come
of age as a football team. We
made no mistakes. The team spirit
was fantastic.”

This spirit resurged throughout
the MSC defense with the
handling of EFC All-League
hal fback Hal Brown being
something that had to be seen to
be believed. Brown’s containment
played a vital role in the contest,
as it forced the Blue Devils to the
air — where they could only
connect
on
eight
of 27
tosses and were intercepted twice.
MSC’s Frank Williams, a 6-1,
210 pound defensive end, turned
the tide in the first quarter by
picking off Connecticut halfback
Hal Brown’s pass on the Blue
Devil 42 and returned it to the 32
yard line. Jerry Waller then
carried three times from here for
nine yards, before Dan Rodgers
split the uprights from 45 yards
out for the game’s first score.
In the second period the
Indians marched to the Central
Connecticut 26 before settling for
Rodgers’ 44-yard field goal and a
6-0 halftime lead. -

Orlick Replaces Savering •
Schwarz, Day Captain Team
Expect Successful Season
Montclair State’s Gymnastic
Tea m r e t ur ne d to Panzer
G y m n a s i u m wi t h a new
enthusiasm and spirit this season
despite the loss of Coach Bill
Savering, now head mentor at
Annapolis. The team, however,
has already accepted the ideas of
newly appointed Terry Orlick of
Syracuse University. Coach Orlick
will be assisted by Woody Jensen,
a former standout from Temple
Universiy.
Although the team lost a
capable performer in Joe Miller,
who captained last year’s team,
everyone is confident of earning
the best gymnastic season in the
team’s history. As Coach Orlick
stated, “The only problem will be
keeping all the girls who are after
these gymnasts away from them
during work-out!” Orlick has
made hi msel f available for
practice seven days a week,
requiring no less than five days of
vigorous work.
Team leadership will be
provided by Rick Schwarz and
Bob Day who were elected
co-captains. Rick, who won the
Most Valuable Gymnast award for
the past two years, is working to
maintain that position. Bob Day,
a side horse specialist, shows great
potential for the coming season.
Dave Green, who did well last
season despite numerous injuries,
works all-around and will be a

THE
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Ju n c tio n of R outes 3 and 46
C lifton, N ew Je rse y

high contender for the top
gymnast spot. Ron Poling, Nels
Jensen, Jon Guenther and Joe
Macaluso join Dave Green to
complete the list of the team’s
junior members. Joe Garreffa, an
ace side horse performer, leads
Roger Brown and John Molter as
the team’s sophomores. Due to an
intercollegiate ruling, the team
will be unable to use the talents of
the freshmen members on a
varsity level. However, Bill
Balogh, Ed Huhn and Mike
(Phantom) O'Connor will be the
backbone of the gymnastic team’s
future triumphs.

Central Connecticut’s points
were scored in the third stanza on
Dennis Mullen’s field goal from
29-yards out, setting the stage for
the last quarter punting dual for
field position.
It seemed like a mismatch with
the booming kicks of the Blue
Devils' Charlie Riehl against MSC s
inexperienced Ken Tccza. Tecza
however, refused to crack and
more than held his own in
rescuing the Indians from deep in
their t err i t or y on several
occasions.
It was Tecza who put Central
in a hole by giving the Blue Devils
possession on their own 12 yard
line with three minutes left in the
contest.
However, Tom Stevens, the
Blue Devil quarterback, came to
life at this point and hit soph
halfback Pete Sinram over the
middle for 18 yards and a first
down at the Connecticut 30 yard
line.
Stevens then hit Dale Finch at
the Blue Devil 48 for another first
down with 2:45 left in the game.
On the next play Stevens’ toss
was low and appeared to bounce
off the Blue Devil receiver’s hands
and bounded high in the air where
MSC defensive end Frank Williams
grabbed it for an apparent game
cl i nchi ng interception. The
referee, however, ruled that the
ball had touched the ground and
Connecticut had the ball back.
Stevens then passed to Sinram
at the MSC 44, giving the Blue
Devils a ‘third and inches
situation.’ Time, however, was
running out on the unbeaten Blue
Devils with only 2:22 left.
A six yard toss to Len
Bonalsky moved the ball to the
MSC 38, within one first down of
range for the tying field goal, as
the two minute warning was
issued stopping the clock.

Indians Blank Glassboro 3-0,
Edged By Jersey City State 2-1
By KEN TECZA

After getting off to a fast start
with wins over East Stroudsburg
a n d N e w a r k Col l ege of
Engineering the soccer team began
league play this past week,
meeting Glassboro State and
Jersey City. By beating Glassboro
3-0 they extended their unbeaten
streak to three games. The string
was broken, however, by Jersey
City State who nipped the Indians
2- 1.
In their third win against
Glassboro State the Indians
dominated the game with the
offense showi ng t he way.
Glassboro’s goalie A1 Buser was
called upon to stop “40” Indian
shots. Although the score 3-0 was
low for that amount of shots it
did show the Indians ability to
apply the pressure and “attack” .
Scoring for the Indians were Jay
Gavett, Jack Banks, and John
Shumlas. Goalie Tom Hartman
made only 5 saves which indicates
that the defense again turned in a
fine effort.
In losing to Jersey City St. 2-1,
it brought MSC’s conference mark

to 1-1 and 3-1 overall. The
contest, played under the lights at
J . F. K. Stadium in Harrison,
showed a bit of a letdown in the
Indians overall play. By carrying a
perfect 3-0 record into the match
Coach Leonard Lucenko felt his
t eam was “ resting on their
laurals” in dropping their first
match.
Jersey City struck first on a
long 50 yard kick by John Doyle
at 8:30 of the first period. The
Indians did get a break in the first
period by being awarded a penalty
kick on a “handball” infraction.
The shot was taken but missed by
Arvi Saar. He later scored
Montclair’s only goal on a “direct
kick” at 3:15 of the second
period. The Gothics won the
contest on Bill Gordon’s kick that
beat goalie Tom Hartman at 8:45
of the third period.
Coach Lucenko felt the
offensive front line missed too
many good opportunities to score
duri ng the contest. He is
confident that the team will come
back strong and continue on their
winning ways.

Montclair State got a scare on
the next play when Blue Devil
receiver Dale Finch got two steps
on MSC defender Mike Gualario.
Stevens’ pass was on the money
and Finch had clear sailing to the
goal line, but Gualario recovered
enough to just flick the pass away
as MSC booster breathed a sigh of
relief.
As Stevens released the ball on
the following throw, a Montclair
defender got a piece of his arm
causing the pigskin to flutter off
target where Bill Kulikowski was
in position to intercept with 1:42
left.
The Indians then could run
only 10 seconds off the clock on

three runs as Central used three
time-outs.
Connecticut fielded MSC’s
punt on their own 40 and, after
an incompletion, gained nine
yards for a third-and-one situation
on their 49 yard line with 50
seconds left.
The Blue Devils’ last gasp effort
to avoid defeat was thwarted
when the MSC defenders decided
that it was their turn to rise to the
occasion, as they dumped Stevens
for a loss.
An offsides penalty gave
Connecticut another play but all
receivers were covered on Stevens’
desperation pass downfield, icing
the biggest upset to date in the
EFC.

MSC Frosh Soccer Team Downs
E.Stroudsburg 4-1, Navy 7-1
Lucenko added that the
By KEN TECZA
For the first time in Montclair concept of having a frosh team
State soccer history there is now a with its own schedule will help
freshman team that presently give a constant flow of talent up
boasts a 2-0 record. Their first to the varsity each season.
Their remaining games are
tw o decisions, over East
Stroudsburg 4-1 and the Navy against Rutgers, Monmouth, Long
Plebes 7-1, have shown some Island University, City College of
New York and Newark College of
bright prospects for the future.
Coached by Tom Perillo, a Engineering.
Montclair graduate, the team is a
star studded group led by six
All-County players from various
parts of New Jersey.
(Continued from Page 1)
In beating East Stroudsburg
It was also brought out by
4-1 the Indians were led by Jean
Charles who tallied two goals Insley that the group would plan
while Andre Charles and Kevin ‘to “work within the structure, as
long as the structure is adequate.”
Kearns each scored once. Bill
“We would probably not be
Kozdoba, a Viet Nam veteran,
violent and there would be
added four assists in the contest.
absolutely no affiliation with
The next game saw the Indian
yearlings invade the United States Columbia,” he added.
The basic differences between
Naval Academy at Annapolis, Md.
the state organization and the one
to meet the always tough Plebe
team. Montclair came home a which would operate at Montclair
were illustrated when Mr. Michael
winner by a 7-1 margin. The
scoring stars of the game were Grieco, a faculty member, asked
one of the state representatives
Jean and Andre Charles who got
three and two goals each. Kevin whether he believed that “the
Kearns and Bill Kozdoba again ends justifies the means.” The
representative replied that “if the
figured in the scoring with each
ends
don’t justify the means then
getting one goal.
Head varsity coach Leonard what does?”
Lucenko made a pre-season
prediction that the “frosh showed
G A L U M P H
IS
all the signs and the talent to go
INEVITABLE. . . . Selma
undefeated this season” . So far
is a product of your
they have held up to this
prediction and have shown great
minds. Keep her breathing
spirit and teamwork in their play.

‘ S D S ’e rs’

The freshman football game
with Southern Connecticut
scheduled for Fri., Oct. 25 has
been rescheduled to Thurs.
night Oct. 24 at 8 p.m.

with creativity and wit
upon which she feeds. Put
your intelligence to work,
submit now . . . we stand
ready for a literary
revolution.

How much are you potentially worth?
What economic value have you placed on your life?
The University Plan

is now available to seniors only on
The Montclair State College Campus
(if you qualify)
Contact Ron Mazzarella
University Plan Representative
sponsored by
ln

Executive Growth Plans Inc.

—U C° m|uerce Court. Newark N T

Phone:622-1080

